The Time has come To face The facTs.

Over 2,100 mosques dot the American landscape from California to New York with more being built every day. Politicians now freely include Muslims in their allusions to the social fabric of the nation. Headway is even being made to include the teaching of Islam in the public schools.

This seminar answers questions like...

- Who was Muhammad?
- What is the religion of Islam?
- What are Islam’s central doctrines?
- Who are the Sunnis and Shi’ites?
- Why do Muslim terrorists hate Americans?
- Does the Quran possess the attributes of inspiration?
- Are Christianity and Islam compatible?
- Does the Quran encourage violence?
- What did America’s Founders say about Islam?
- What should Christians do?

Islam is...
- the second largest religion in the world
- swiftly closing the gap with Christianity
- making extensive encroachments into American life